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Administrative Information

Preferred Citation
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 632, Smithsonian Resident Associate Program, Office of Public Affairs, Records

Historical Note
The Smithsonian Resident Associate Program (RAP) was established in 1965 by Secretary S. Dillon Ripley to provide residents of the greater Washington, D.C., area the opportunity to participate in the activities of the Smithsonian Institution. The Program was administered under the assistant secretary for Public Service from 1965 to 1977 and thereafter under the Office of Management and Development, 1978-1990, and the Office of External Affairs, 1991- . Janet W. Solinger served as director of the Resident Associate Program, 1973- . Catherine Joan Cole was Publicist, 1983- .

Introduction
This finding aid was digitized with funds generously provided by the Smithsonian Institution Women's Committee.

Descriptive Entry
These records document the activities of the publicist and include information on special events sponsored by the Resident Associate Program. They consist of events files, correspondence, staff memoranda, photographs and slides, brochures, press releases, and news clippings. Most records are dated from 1983 to 1991, with some historical files dating from 1974. Of note are records of Smithsonian Kite Festivals; the Resident Associate Program's 25th Anniversary, 1990; and selected files concerning the Young Associates.
Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
Museums -- Administration.

Types of Materials:
Photographs

Names:
Cole, Joan
Office of Public Affairs (Smithsonian Resident Associate Program). Smithsonian Resident Associate Program.
Smithsonian Resident Associate Program. Office of Public Affairs.
Container Listing

Box 1

"Towards 2001", Request for copies - 1984
Washington Post, "Performance" - 1984
Washington Post, Washington Home Section - 1984
Washington Post "Weekend at the Movies" - 1984
Washington Post, Weekend Section "Carousel" - 1984
Washington Post "Fall Education Review" - 1984
Washington Post "Recordings" - 1984
Washington Post "Critics Picks" - 1984
Washington Post Correspondence, 1983 - 1984
Television correspondence, 1983 - 1984
Press Releases, 1974 - 1975 and undated
Mailing Lists, 1974 - 1975 and undated
Newspaper clippings: Kite flying on the Mall, 1976 - 1981
Smithsonian Magazine - 1984
"The Torch" - 1984
The Washington Theater Guide - 1984
The Washington Woman - 1984
The Washington Montage - 1984
Washington Gardener Magazine - 1984
USA Today, 1983 - 1984
AIA Memo (Newsletter of the AIA - American Institute of Architects) - 1984
"Wall Street Journal" - 1984
"Voice of America" - 1983
Military Press such as Pentagram News and Stars and Stripes - 1984

Journal Newspapers, 1983 - 1984

Jazz Times, 1983 - 1984

The New York Times - 1984

Children's Papers, Kid Street News - 1984

Global Press Reviews - 1984

House Beautiful - 1984

Potomac Children - 1984

The Evening Capital "Features and Editions" - 1984

The Washington Post "Literary Calendar" - 1984

"This Week" - 1984


Radio correspondence - 1984

Public Information Office - Lilas Wiltshire - 1984

Dossier Magazine, 1983 - 1984

National Geographic Traveler Magazine, 1983 - 1984

Night Life Magazine - 1983

Northern Virginian

Washingtonian Magazine; General - 1984

Box 2

Washington Post "Style" - 1984

Washington Post "Features and Reviews" - 1984

Washington Times; General - 1984

Washington Times "Capital Life" and "Calendar" - 1984

Washington Times Correspondence - 1984

Washington Post "Weekend's Best" - 1984

Washington Post, Washington section "This Week" - 1984

Washington Post, Review section - 1984

Out of Town Papers, 1983 - 1984
Asia Society's Calendar of Events - 1984
Washington Weekly - 1984
Cultural Alliance of Greater Washington, 1983 - 1984
Suburban Newspapers, 1983 - 1984
  RAP Public Affairs Office - Special Events Files, 1984
Amadeus
African Moods and Melodies
Appalachian Stump Jumpers
Artificial Intelligence - Machines That Think
Austrian Architects
The Awaking Land
Backstage at the Ballet
Baubles, Bangles and Beads
Best Years of Our Lives
What's Up Doc - Mel Blanc
The Buck Stops Here
Caligarism in the German Cinema
An Evening with Judy Chicago
Chinese Orchestra

Box 3
An Independent Woman (Cowles)
Christo
Commercial Photography Course
Cool and Classical
The Cutting Edge of Science
Dancer's Choice - Final Salute to Washington Dance
Danali Wilderness
Dinosaurs Forever
Discover Graphics Exhibit
Discovery Theater - "Boley"
Discovery Theater - "Critter Chat"
Discovery Theater - Dinosaur Rock
Discovery Theater - My Performance/Hansel and Gretel
Discovery Theater - Indian Legends in Puppetry and Stories
Discovery Theater - Adventures of Monkey King
Discovery Theater - "Puss in Boots"
Discovery Theater - Paul Vincent-Davis Repertory Puppets
Discovery Theater - Reception, 1985
Discovery Theater - Theatre Beyond Words
The Art of Disney Animation
Don't Step on the Water Bears
The Drawing Board: Giants of Cartoon Art
Dream Cities
Duth Film Treat
John Eaton Brunch Contert
Elegance and Enigma: Watteau
Emerson String Quartet (6 folders)
Eternal Cities of Italy
Ana Maria Fernaud
The Fiddle Puppet Cloggers
Broadway Musicals of the Truman Years, "Hello Harry"
From Silence to Scream - Six Decades of Alfred Hitchcock
A Sense of Style: Great American Furniture
Free Snow Tonite
French Film Week
Genetics: Inheritance and Hope
Genetics Revolution
Gewandhaus Bach Orchestra of Leipzig
Best of Gilbert and Sullivan
Give 'Em Hell, Harry
Glorious Glass
Nadine Gordimer's South Africa
Geoffrey Holder, Instant Theater
Country Girls
A Cline Portrait - Simone de Beauvoir
Shanghai and Origin of Chinese Culture
Indonesian Borobudur
Charles Ives Fourth of July
A Few Drops of Wine
Sun Singer
Iraqi Concert, Fashion Show, etc.
Faces of Japan
Japanese Experimental Film, 1960-1980
Jazz Inside Out
Washington Jazz Ensemble
Kaleidoscope Theatre Presents Random Samples
Kaz-E-No-Ko
London Palace and Gardens - Charmian Lace
Annual Kite Festival
Djimo Kouyati in Concert - Traditional Music and Dance of Western Africa
Latin American Cinema
Living and Working in Space: Final Frontier, Henry Hartsfield, Jr.
Franz Liszt, Giant of Romantic Music
Eleanor Roosevelt's Washington
Mary Leakey Lecture
Life at the Bottom of the Sea
The Look - Fashion Through the Ages
Masters of Soviet Mountaineering
Memories of the Surrealists
A Visit with H.L. Mencken
Tribute to Joan Miro
Meredith Monk
Thelonious Monk
New Zealand Film
Nine Centuries of the English Village
The Noho Theatre Group
Nostalgia

Box 4
Shaun O'Brien
Anita O'Day
On Broadway - David and Dorothy
Plexus Mime Theater
Nanook of the North
The Glory that was the Ottoman Empire
Fiftieth Anniversary of Peterson Field Guide to Birds
Parsifal
Pennsylvania Avenue
William Powell
Ragtime Revisited
Eleanor Roosevelt: Personal Insight
Mark Rothko
By Sailboat through France
Saving Pandas and Other Wildlife in China
Martha Schlamme in a Cabaret Concert
Shakespear on Film
Royal Fortress at Sigiriya
Tuesday Mornings at the Smithsonian (3 folders)
Toward 2001: Visions of America's Future
Trio Mexico - Einstein's Sky Concert
Truman Centennial
20th Century Consort (6 folders)
Vienna at the Turn of the Century
Vincent Van Gogh: The Artist and the Man
Wright Brothers: 80th Anniversary of Flight
Yesterday's Tomorrows: Past Visions of Humans in Space
Smithsonian Chamber Orchestra (2 folders)
Smithsonian Chamber Music
Smithsonian Chamber Players (5 folders)
Smithsonian Summer Camp Program
The Stone Carvers
Stonehenge of the Hebrides
Harry S. Truman: The Man and His Years
The Washington Ballet
Salute to Washington Dance - Maida Withers
Smithsonian Salute to Washington Dance - Melvin Deal
Smithsonian Salute to Washington Dance - M.L. Overton
Smithsonian Salutes Washington Dance
Smithson String Quartet
The Star-Apple Kingdom
Cecil Taylor with Reuben Brown in Concert
Maori
Telescopes in Space: A Celestial Treat
Tibetan Buddhism
Useful But Beautiful - 18th Century English Porcelain
Abe Brumbert - Yiddish Folk Songs
Creating Aditi
Adventures Within a Rainbowed Sea
American Ballroom Theatre
American Heiresses...
Worlds Apart - Audubon Series
Remarkable red Fox - Audubon Series
Great Whales of Baja California - Audubon Series
The Bee Eaters of Kenya: A Complex Animal Society - Audubon Series
The Secret Life of America's Wildcat - Audubon Series
A Chance for the Cheetah? - Audubon Series
Anthropology of Fire Investigation
Before Breakdancing
Season of Audubon Lectures
Films: Ingmar Bergman and His Women
Beyond the Fringe
Harry Blackstone, Jr. - Halloween Magic
William Bolcom/Joan Morris Concert
The William Breuker Kolletief
Kenny Burrell - Jazz Series
But Think of the Fun We Had!

Box 5
An Actor's Story (Adolph Caesar)
Camp-In at NASM
Cartooning Class
The Best of Charlie Chaplin
A Grand Tricentennial Affair - Concert Royal/New York Baroque Dance Co.
Creativity and Fantasy: A Psychoanalytic Interpretation of Film
Extraordinary Merce Cunningham
Dickens Christmas Party
Performing Arts: Enter Frederick Douglass
Discovery Theater, 1984-1985 Season
Discovery Theater - Plexus Mime Theater
Discovery Theater - Len Cabral
Discovery Theater - Songs Jumping into my Mouth
Discovery Theater - Just So Stories
Discovery Theater - Theater Art and Writing Contest
Discovery Theater - African Rhythms
Discovery Theater - "That's Jazz"
Dracula: Fact or Fiction?
Discovery Theater - Peter and the Wolf
Dancers of the Third Age
Discovery Theater - The Ugly Duckling
Everything Under the Rainbow
Discover Graphics Exhibition
The Dream is Alive
Showcase of Eastern European Cinema
Emerson String Quartet (5 folders)
Encore Evening
Exotic Sites, Palaces and Temples
Exploring Spanish Dance
Four Generations of Wedgwood
Dizzy Gillespie, Billy Eckstein
Great English Houses and Their Treasures
Halloween at NASM
The Bill Harris Blues Band
Hurd Hatfield
Abdullah Ibrahim (Dollar Brand) and Kirk Lightsey
The Image of Christmas
Israel Cinema
Jazz Series
Italian Films
April Showers - Celebrating Al Jolson Centennial
Kite Festival
La Cantata dei Pastori
Lou: The Remarkable Miss Alcott
Le Theatre de Banlieue
Susheela Mehta
Master Storytellers: Living National Treasures
Robert Frost - Film: Washington Premiere
New Discoveries at Flowerdew Hundred
Films: Presidents of the Silver Screen
Geraldine Fitzgerald/Streetsongs
Men of Daring, Triumphs of Exploration
Flexible Medium: 20th Century American Art Fabric
Miles to Go
Arthur Cotton Moore
North Wind, But Mild
Opulence and Illusion: Masters of Fashion Photography
St. Patrick's Eve Gala Concert

Box 6
Performing Arts, 1984-1985 (2 folders)
Photography and Life
Ragtime Plus
This Raj Nostalgia
Rajasthani Folk Music
Red Rodney and Ira Sullivan
Rendezvous with the Muses
Greg Reynolds and Co. - Dance Series
A Classy Evening of Tap
Secret Honor
Saving Lady Liberty
Ravi Shankar
Smithsonian Chamber Players (5 folders)
Smithsonian Chamber Orchestra (2 folders)
Smithson String Quartet (5 folders)
Summer Camp
The Television Age: News and Reality
Joe Thome's World Sound
Francois Truffaut - A Mini-Retrospective
Tuesday Morning at the Smithsonian (3 folders)
20th Century Consort (5 folders)
You Make Me Smile...Bob Vigoda Concert
Wagner - Background Material
Wagner - Richard Burton Film
Wagner - Clippings
Washington Dance Series
Smithsonian Salutes Washington Dance - Washington Ballet
Whistler's Lithographs
Walt Whitman: Liberal and Lusty as Nature
Joe Williams in Concert
Women in Country Music: Two Generations
The Secret of Survival
Word Song III: Spoon River Anthology
Word and Song III - The Peacock's Egg
RAP Public Affairs Office - 1985 periodicals
Memos, Newsletters, etc.
Meridian House
Suburban Newspapers
This Week
Indian Festival Update
Jazz Times
Ernest Johnson Agency
Workingman Publishing
Washington International Arts Newsletter
View of Vanishing Frontier
Television Correspondence
Asia Society
Calendars
Gaithersburg, Maryland, Walking Tours

Box 7
France
The Connection
Mike Baker - Channel 56 WNVC
Publicity - TV and Radio Reports
Children's Papers - Kid Street News
Management Committee (Smithsonian Meeting)
WGMS Smithsonian Broadcasts
Performing Arts Series
Stars and Stripes
Papers (Various)
Stage Right Magazine
South Prince George Independent
Smithsonian Women's Committee
Reston Great Times
Radio Correspondence
This Week
Torch Entries
Kauser Ahmed - Channel 30 Fairfax Cable
The City Paper
Quarante
Washington Times Correspondence
Washington Times - Capital Life and Calendar
Washington Times - Features
Washington Times - Reviews
Washington Post Correspondence
Washington Times Magazine
Washington Post - Weekend Special Carousel
Washington Post - Critics' Picks
Washington Post - Film Talk
Washington Post - Home Section
Washington Post - Features
Washington Post - Limelight
Washington Post - Literary Calendar
Washington Post - Openings
Washington Post - Performance
Washington Post - Personalities
Post and Times Feature Sections
Washington Post - Recordings
Washington Post - Reviews
Washington Post - Showtimes
Washington Post - Style
Washington Post - Washington Section This Week
Washington Post - Miscellaneous
Washington Post - Weekend
Washington Post - Weekend at the Movies
Washington Post - Weekend's Best
Washington Post - Guide to the Lively Arts
   RAP Public Affairs Office - Special Events 1985, Miscellaneous
The Torch
Janet Solinger Reports and Correspondence
This Week
Washington Post Guide to Continued Education
Where Magazine/Washington
Washington Observer
USA Today
Washington Review
Staff Meetings

Box 8
Smithsonian Press Releases, 1982-1984
Wee Bit O' Irish
William Allen White: Saga of Emporia
Nutcracker Magic
New York Chamber Soloists
Peabody Ragtime Ensemble
Quilt as Art
Red and Murphy
Requiem for Rainforests?
Riddle of the Great Pyramids
Reinventing Theater with Peter Sellars
Sax Alive! Allen Hauser Sextet
Smith Sisters in the Sky Theater
Spirit of Mexico: A Musical Adventure
Storytelling Festival
Malachi Thompson
Mark Twain Himself
Traditional Japanese Embroidery
Conflagration
Inside the Art of South Asia
Invention and Innovation Seminar
Japan Today Course
Jets
Kalahari Bushmen
Liz Lehrman Dance Exchange
Expose of a Hoax
Funny, It Doesn't Sound Jewish
Forum on Architecture
At 14,000 Feet in East Tibet
Benjamin Franklin: An American in Paris
The Mystery of Henry Moore
Music of Greece: Byzantine and Contemporary
Chagall
The Changing Environment
Judy Chicago Birth Project
Christo
Cities of Asia Minor
The Clarinet Connection
Comets and Visitors: Incredible Shrinking Man and Day the Earth Stood Still
Celebration '85: Bach, Handel, Scarlatti
Conserving Traditional Cultures
The Country Girls
Deaf Dimensions
Rediscovering Degas
An Evening with James T. Demetrion
Jim Dine and Graham Beal
American Folk Music - Jeff Warner
Hans Christian Anderson
Big Nambas of the New Hebrides
Black History Month
Louise Brooks: The Lulu
Kevin Burke and Laurie Andes - British Music from the British Isles
Capital City Brass: Christmas Brass
Dinosaur Rock - Performance
Dancer's Choice
Dirt Strips and Thin Ice
Easter Island, Past and Present
John Eaton - American Popular Song
Enormous Changes at the Last Minute
Exploring Modern Dance: Paul Taylor Dance Course
Faster than the Eye Can See: "Doc" Edgerton's Strobes
Gordon Fox Kreplin: Classical Guitar
Gilbert's Other Composers
Rethinking General Grant
   RAP Events Files, 1987
The Adventurous Traveler
African Art and Ritual in the New World
Alvar Aalto: An Architectural Legacy
Afro-American Dance: Old Steps
Alaska, The Final Frontier
Alice in Wonderland
Altogether Deco: Musical Revue
An Evening with Lee Andersen
A Weekend with Lee Andersen
American English
Amsterdam Guitar Trio
Festival of International Animation
Antonio Gaudi and the Architecture of Paradise
Around the World in 6 1/2 Years
The Arctic: Beyond Eskimos
Appalachian Ballet
Arab and Jew
Architecture for a New Century: A Centennial Celebration
Art of Biography
Illustration: Art as Communication
Artificial Beauty: Interactive Video
An Artist's Celebration of Nature
Artists Who Are Women: A Reflection
David Attenborough
Austria: Between Wars - Dream and Reality
Australia: Terra Australis Incognita
Six Evenings with America's Premiere Authors and Artists
Back-Home Blues
Sir Lawrence Gowing
A Day with Robert Bateman
The Beauty of Brass
Beausoleil
Modern Berlin: East and West
In the Beginning: Biblical Archaeology
RAP Events in Conjunction with the Celebration of the Bicentennial of the Constitution
Bicentennial of the Constitution
Box 9

Black American Music: Roots, Creation, Evolution and Performance

Black History Month

The Bloods of 'Nam

Jabbon Noel en la Belle France

Magnificent Bolshoi Ballet

A Brazilian Sampler

The British Isles: A Vicarious Tour

Oscar Britt: Knitting for Beginners

The Prints of Pieter Bruegel Lecture

Bubbles, Voids and Bumps

A Festival of Canadian Cinema

Castles on the Rhine

Caravans to Palmyra

Bob Carlin, Banjo Virtuoso

Judy Carmichael Stride Piano

Mary Chapin Carpenter with John Jennings

Cave Diving for Biological Treasures

Celtic Connection: Robin Williamson and Martin Carthy

Cheery Blossoms in the Yoshiwara

1987 Christmas

Contemporary Chinese Cinema

Cinematic Genius of Margarethe Von Trotta

Thomas Cole - A Waking Dream

Conflict and Growth, Films of Adolescence

Connoisseurship and Design

Contemporary French Cinema

Fancy Feet: An Evening with Charles Cook and Friends

Cosmic Discoveries: An Evening with NASM Director
Archibald Cox Lecture
A Festival of Czechoslovakian Cinema
Discover Graphics Studio Opening
Fourth Annual Discover Graphics
For Love of the Double Bass
John Eaton
T.S. Eliot: The Poems and Plays
Life on Earth: The Challenge to Diversity
Washington Dixieland All Stars
Dust
Breakthrough in Mining Earth's Heat
The Jews of China
Daedalus Project
Salvador Dali
DC Youth Orchestra
Delightful Deco: Design 1930s
Desert Island Discs
Dinosaur Heresies
John Eaton: American Popular Song
Duke Ellington International Festival
A Tribute to Duke Ellington
Electronic Eye on Nature
Elephants Underground
Fast Flight's Fantastic Future
The Gardens of Northern Virginia's Hunt Country
Classical Guitar - William Feasley
Michael Feinstein
Film: Forgotten Classics
Flight of the Light Eagle
Robert Hughes on Lucian Freud
Rita Gardner
Georgian Grace
Getting the Message Across
The Best of Gilbert and Sullivan
Grazzercise with Grazz Matazz
Great Composers in Two Glorious Cities
Great Dynamic Works on Film Series
Hellas: Nicholas Gage's Portrait of Greece
The Honorable John Glen
An Evening with Nancy Graves

Box 10

Hansel and Gretel
Hawaii: The Loveliest Fleet of Islands
Hong Kong: The Enduring Miracle
Shirley Horn Trio
The Hornes
The Incas
Classic Indian Cuisine
Masters of Interior Design
Irving Berlin
Islam in the Middle East Today
Japan at War: Rare Films from World War II
Thomas Jefferson in Ronald Reagan's America
First Descent of the Karnali River
Ladakh: Lecture with Helena Norberg-Hodge
Lady Jane
Residential Landscape Design
Krishna: Hero, Child, Lover
The Emperor
Last Emperor
Mad Romance and Ice Cream
Leningrad Dixieland Jazz Band
The Man Act - Ensemble from England
Edouard Manet's Contemplation
The Last Sailors Film
Can Lemurs Save Madagascar?
The Late Films of Yasujiro Ozu
Lasers
Lights, Camera, Action - Dinosaurs and theMovies
The Livable City: Learning fro America's Best
Morris Louis: 25 Years Later
Berthe Morisot's Sunlit Palette
Toni Morrison Lecture
Murder Mystery Night at the Smithsonian
The New Yorker
The Songs of John Jacob Niles
Thelonious Monk International Jazz Piano Competition (2 folders)
Very Truly Yours, M.L.: A Visit with Mary Todd Lincoln
MLK: We Are the Dream
Masterpieces of the Age of Correggio and the Carracci
Henri Matisse: The Early Years
Medical Miracles and Moral Choices
Mexican Mariachi
The Unbelievable Naked Mole Rat
Mongolian Dance and Music
Nineteen Nineteen

Box 11
Georgia O'Keefe and American Art
Opera's Greatest Hits
Paris Express
In Quest of the Philistines
Prevailing Winds
Our Primate Cousins and Ourselves
Primate Family Tree
Psycho: Analysis, Myth and Fairy Tale
Psychotherapy Today
The Queen's Jewels
Quick Sketching for Travel
Railroading's Last Frontier: The People's Republic of China
Rebels and Reformers of the Airways
Sigmund Romberg
George Russell and the Living Time Orchestra
Rutan and Yeager (2 folders)
Discovery Theater - Roots of Rhythm
Russian Song: A Seasonal Celebration
Shadow Play
Order is the Creation of Beauty
The Game is Afoot: Celebration of Sherlock
A Vicarious Tour of the Splendors of Sicily
An Evening with Gene Siskel and Roger Brown
Smith Sisters Brunch Concert
Siberian Peoples: Past and Present
Is There Life in Outer Space?
Exploring Spanish Dance: Ancient and Modern
Peoples and Politics in the Soviet Union
Spiritual Art at the L.A. County Museum of Art
Splendor of Empire
SSC's Big Bang
Stepping Out: Introduction to the Arts
An Evening with Isaac Stern
Meet the Author: John Steptoe
Steve Ross
Stories Cemeteries Tell
Storytelling Festival
Suleyman the Magnificent and His Age
Summer Camp
Summer Pleasures in Newport Palaces
Sunken Treasure: Nuestra Senora Atocha
Supernova Illuminates Cosmic Mysteries
Superstrings: Theory of Everything
Swans
Symphonic Splendor: Orchestra and Opera in Old Russia
Synagogues of Ancient Tiberias
Tales for a Dark Night
Art Texas Style
Andrei Tarkovsky: A Remembrance
Conversations with Texans
Tiffany's Double Diamond Jubilee
Tomorrow Film
Top O' the Evenin'
Traveling Tea: Shaper of Human Destiny
Trends in the Art Market
Trio Lorenz
Turkey: Magnificent Land Spanning Two Continents
Film: Two from Down Under
200 Years Under the Constitution: Great Issues
Van Gogh: The Years at St. Remy
Veteran's Day Performance
Vicarious Volcano Watching in Hawaii
View from the Stars
Pop Song Brunch Concert
Rethinking the Vietnam Wars
Washington Craft Show Seminar
What Makes a City Livable?
Andrew Wyeth: The Helga Pictures
Gretchen Wyler
Zoot Suit
   Newspaper Clippings Files (1986-87)
1986 Washington Times Correspondence
1986 Washington Times - Arts Notes
1986 Washington Times - Calendar

Box 12
1986 Washington Times - Features
1986 Washington Times - Guide to Community Life
1986 Washington Times - Capital Life
1986 Washington Times - Magazine
1986 Washington Times - Reviews
1986 Washington Post - Arts
1986 Washington Post - Business
1986 Washington Post - Carousel
1986 Washington Post - Correspondence
1986 Washington Post - Critics’ Picks
1986 Washington Post - Date Book/Home Magazine
1986 Smithsonian Radio
1986 Smithsonian Women's Council
1986 This Week Magazine
Lectures 1986
A View of Africa from Inside
Pioneering in the Alaskan Wilderness
America's Secret Aristocracy
American Decorative Arts
Everything You Hear is True About the American Diner
Ancient Ruins of Yorkshire
The Art of Robert Arneson
8000 Years on the Beach
Artificial Intelligence, the Brain and the Mind
L'Aret d L'Architettura di Venezia
A British Christmas
Novel Visions of the Brontes

Box 13

Lectures and Performing Arts Files, 1986
Bronte
Meet the Poet: Gwendolyn Brooks
Budapest and Vienna: Jewels of the Danube
Genius of Francois Boucher
Continuity and Change: Calendrical Rites in the Soviet Union
Architecture and Music of Kings College, Cambridge
Building the Victorian Era
Celeste - Film
Comparable Worth: Fact or Fancy
An Evening with Frank Conroy
Country Homes in Context: American and English
Death-Defying Drama: A Journey to the North Pole
DNA Research Breakthroughs
To Establish Justice: The Constitution and the Court
Emily Dickinson Today
A River Journey - Christina Dodwell
Masters of French Impressionism
Explorers in the Modern Era
Gold and Silver: Royal Danish Collection
The Future of Gorbachev's Soviet Union
Evolution and Extinction in the Tropics
Explosions in the Earth
W.C. Fields: The Man Behind the Myth
French Chateaux
Gauguin and Sexuality
An Evening with Sheilah Graham
Farewell Halley's Comet
International Encounters with Halley's Comet
Headhunters and Hummingbirds
Herculeniem
Human Origins and the Environment
Ice Age Summer
The Emergence of Modern Ireland
India in Transition
Indian America in Conflict
Islamic Architecture
Art of the Japanese Garden
Landprints
A Ladakhi Landscape
An Eye for the Lady (Liberty)
Living Artists: New Directions
The Living Dead: Haitian Zombies
Andrew Mellon: Medici of American Art
Magnificent Mud: Traditional Desert Architecture
Mayan Civilization: History Rewritten
Magaloplis
Molokai: An Island in Time
Flying Dinosaur
Tale of the Persian Art Treasure
Producers on Parade: The Emerging Theater in Washington
Romance of Architecture
Remaking America: What Are the Ground Rules
Revival of the Russian Spirit
Riding the Rails
Dialog with Pop Artist James Rosenquist
Biotechnology: Risks and Rewards
Sacred Mountains
High Drama of the Ottoman Sultans
New Vistas in Art: Three on the Scene
Massive Cosmic Object?
An Evening with Artist Julian Schnabel
State of the Universe
Symphonic Splendor: Orchestra and Opera in Old Russia
Toys in the Attic: Museums in the Information Age
Trekking the Indian Himalayas
Tropical Plants and Forest Peoples
Maurizio Tosi: World Between Two Continents
At Home in the Treasure Houses
Tuesday Morning at the Smithsonian
The Ulysses Syndrome
New Discoveries of Uranus
Wildlife on the Platte
Wildlife Survival in Madagascar
Living with Wood: Craftsmanship and Collecting
Masterpieces of Time
F.L. Wright: Architectural Milestones
Women, Pornography and the Law
An Evening with Chuck Yeager
Austrian Dance Fiddlers
Picking and Swinging
Toshiko Akiyoshi in Concert
Bourbon Street Boat
Brass Roots: Annapolis and Netherlands Brass Quintets
Annapolis and Budapest Brass Quintets
Blues in the Night
Buck Hill Quartet
Masters of Cape Breton: Music and Dance
Holiday Brass Brunch Concert
Capital Comedy Featuring the Capitol Steps
Linda Cordray in Concert
Home Sweet Home: Dear Friends
A Dickens Christmas
Folk Music Now and Then (2 folders)
Ganelin Trio
Charles L. Foreman Brunch Concert
Best of Gilbert and Sullivan
Kenneth Gilbert: Harpsichord
Benny Goodman Story
Impossible Theatre: Social Amnesia

Box 14

Liszt Centennial (7 folders)
Le Jeu de Robin and Marion - A Holiday "Bon Bon"
Liszt Festival - Rundowns and Clippings
Marcie Eckert: Charles Ives on Sonata and Song
My Life with Joe
Manhattan Rhythm Kings
Two Masters of the Banjo
Pop Goes the Music starring Max Morath
Metamora
Roberta Peters
Pat Englund: Portrait in American Song
Goodnight Mr. Poe
The Pratie Heads for St. Patrick's
Menahem Pressler - Master Pianist
Muhal Richard Abrams and Barrie Harris Solo Jazz Pianists
Lisa Rich: A Rare Touch
Scott Keely: The Sanachie
Noel and Cole: Musical Evening with Steve Ross
The New Act: An Evening with Jo Sullivan
Dancers of the Silver Screen
The Billy Taylor Trio
An Evening with 1986 Pulitzer Prize Poet Henry Taylor
Terrorism and Combatting the Violence
To-On-Kai Music from Japan
Trapezoid - Folk Ensemble
Come Love with Me - Valentine's Day
Marco de Waart
Film, 1986
Way Down East - Film and Live Music
My American Cousin
Australian Films
Divine Design: Versailles and Mont St. Michel
Early Black Cinema
The Way of the Dream
W.C. Fields Comedy Classics
Contemporary International Film
Emerging Argentine Cinema
Film Noir a la Francaise
Isak Dineson: The Real, Fictional and Filmed Women
Gems of Hollywood Genres
Hester Street
Love Triangles: Human Relationships on Film
My Memories of Old Beijing
The Mission
A Thousand Cranes
Rembrandt the Drawer

Box 15

Cinema from the Soviet Republics
A Festival of Indian Films
Wells After Kane: A Retrospective
Contemporary Spanish Cinema
Sugar Cane Alley
One the Wing
Yugoslav Cinema in the 80s
Courses, 1986
American English in Washington, DC
The Brain and New Physics
Aircraft of the NASM
Architecture of Tall Buildings
The Caribbean: A Journey of Discovery
Cajun Culture, Cuisine and Conversation
Classic Japanese Theater
Developing Leadership Skills
High Art of French Cuisine
Classic Japanese Cuisine
Connoisseurship in the Visual and Decorative Arts
Washington and the World of Diplomacy
Halloween at American History
The Human Heart: On the Cutting Edge of Scientific Discovery
Immortal Cities of the Western World
Judaism and Christianity
Literary Evenings
Master of the Art of Photographing Women
Northern Italian Cuisine
Three Generations of Great Hollywood Actresses (4 folders)
Workshop: Gingerbread
The Ideal Vacation: Sophisticated Travel in the 80s (9 folders)
Telling the Story: An Inside Look at How News is Created
Traditional American Folk Music
Traditional Japanese Embroidery (2 folders)
Travel in America
Two Faces of Time
The Washingtons: Gary Wills
   Young Associates/Discovery Theater, 1986
Meet Ludwig van Beethoven
Cric? Crac!
The Fisherman and His Wife/Golden Touch
Hansel and Gretel
Judith Viorst: Meet the Author
Storytelling Festival
Aladdin
Much Ado About Hamlet
Pendragon: Tale of Young King Arthur
Discovery Graphics
Alice McGill Storyteller (2 folders)
Summer Camp
  Resident Associate Program Events Files, 1987-1988
The Poetics of Ritual Power in an Amazonian Society
Central America: An Historical View
The Amherst Saxophone Quartet
Antique Car and Motorcycle
Arlington National Cemetery: A Black Perspective
Singing from the Well: Reinaldo Arenas
Art and Culture of Aboriginal Australia
King Arthur in the West Country
An Evening with Isaac Asimov
Festival of Australian Cinema
Australian All Stars
Box 16
  Australia's Spectacular Great Barrier Reef
  Andreas Bach - Pianist
  The Battle Cry of Freedom
  Pierre Bensusan
  Tribute to Bebop
Irving Berlin’s First 100 Years

Best Addresses: A Century of Washington's Distinguished

Betty

The Black Experience in Arlington City

Black American Filmmaking

Invisible Man and Native Son: Smithsonian Forum on Today's Black Male Writer

Black Origins of Ancient Egypt

Black Washington: Heritage and Culture

The Bobs

Oscar Brand: Ballads and Bullets

Britain Blooms

Ways of the Buddha

The Mystery of Bulgarian Voices

Cajun Courtyard

The Cambridge Buskers

A Vicarious Visit to Canada

Capital City Brass for Christmas

Capitol Steps

Meet the Author: Eric Carle

Masters of the Art of Cartoon

A Celebration of Black Spiritual Music

Chanticleer

Panoramic Journey Through China

Once Upon a Christmas

An Evening with Nigeria’s Author

The Dawn of Christianity

What is Creativity?

Creativity and Improvisation

Chaos
Cloak and Dagger
The Demilles: An American Family
Brunch Concert - A.M. Jazz Piano
Crossroads of the Continents
American Regional Cuisine
Dalmeny House
Astad Deboo
Designing the Home of the 1990s
Different Drummer
Dinosaurs: Colossal Fossils from Prehistoric Past
Discover Graphics Student Exhibition
Drama in a Flash - Discovery Theater
The Dreyfus Affair: Art, Truth and Justice
W.E.B. DuBois and the Problem of Race in America
Self-Portrait: An Evening with Eleanor Dulles
A Cool Highland Fling: John Eaton
Albert Einstein
Einstein and the Theory of Relativity
Elephant Communications
The American Entrepreneur Today
The Art of Cardweaving
Birds of India
Preserving Endangered Gold
Present and Future Zoos
Orangutan Update
Magnificent Rain Forests
Hawk that is Ruled by a Mouse
Audubon Lecture Series, 1985-1986
Courtyard Concerts
Discovery Theater, 1985-1986
Nutcracker Magic: A Family Program
Performing Arts for Young People: Showcase of Stars
John Eaton Series (5 folders)
United Press International - Emerson Quarter Story
Emerson String Quartet (4 folders)
RAP Festival of India

Box 17
Aditi: The Festival of India
International Poetry Forum
Word/Song III
Poetry of the Hemispheres
International Poetry Forum (IPF) (5 folders)
Jazz Series, 1985-1986
Tuesday Mornings at the Smithsonian
The Amish: Not to be Modern
Jazz Series: Jazz Series: Ferdinand "Jelly Roll" Morton
Jazz Series: Fats Waller and the Harlem School
Jazz Series: Thelonious Monk
Jazz Series: Allen Houser
Tuesday Mornings at the Smithsonian
Jazz Spring Concert
Pro Musicis, 1985-1986
Pro Musicis: Lydia Artymiw
Pro Musicis: Kim Kashkashian
Pro Musicis: Diane Monroe
Pro Musicis: Kimball Wheeler
Pro Musicis: Richard Todd
Smithsonian Chamber Players, 1985-1986
Smithsonian Chamber Players: The Baroque Heritage and Romantic Legacy (7 folders)

Smithsonian String Quartet (4 folders)

20th Century Consort, 1985-1986 (4 folders)

Singles' Evening (4 folders)

Miscellaneous Photographs of 1986

Euripides Medea

Expressiv: Central European Art Today

Elements of Film

Exploring the West

A Maritime History of the Falklands

Fermat's Last Theorem

Suite Jazz - Charles Foreman

France in the 1930s: Art and Style

Fabulous, Fabulous Rudolph Friml

Forbidden Journey

The Glories of French Cuisine

An Evening with John K. Galbraith

Designing the Ideal Garden

Gauguin: In His Own Words

Frontiers in Genetics: Understanding Life

Mahatma Gandhi: The Force of a Great Spirit

The Best of Gilbert and Sullivan

Box 18

Sam Gilliam: In Celebration

An Evening with Poet Allen Ginsberg

Alberto Giacometti

Glasnost and All That Jazz

Going, Going, Gone

La Gran Fiesta
A Day on the Grand Canal
Grand Opera on Film
El Greco: Toledo and the Lacoon
Early Greek Art: The Human Figure
From the Fountains of Freshness
New Frontiers of Science
Harlem Renaissance: Art of Black America
Hartman-Cox Architects
Hinduism: Ancient and Modern
Making Human Beings Human
On Human Bonding
Ice Age Mammoth Hunters in the New World
A Feast of Music and Dance from the Golden Isles of Indonesia
Irish Houses and Castles
Israel's Forty Years and Forty Centuries
On the Campaign Trail with Interact
The Birth of Italian Art
Japan: From Samurai to Sony
Jazz: The Bebop Era
Jazz Harp
Jazz and Soul: Community to Concert
Jordan: Young Nation, Ancient Land
Journey to the Center of the Earth
Jumping Genes in Maize
Marvelous Monuments: The Kathamandu Valley of Nepal
Eartha Kitt
The Republic of Korea: New Player in the World Stage
Norbert Kraft and Bonnie Silver
Lady Jane: A Reprise
My Friend Ivan Lapshin
Bluegrass: The Last Exit Band
Literary Evenings at the Smithsonian
Laughter is the best Medicine
Jacob Lawrence
Lebanon: A Look Ahead
Liebelei to La Ronde
Little Dorrit
Long Shadows
Enchanting Macedonia
The Mahabharata: A Living Legend
Gustav Mahler and the Vienna Philharmonic
Main Street America and the Third World
Living Maya
Bridging Physical and Spiritual Realms: Glorious Sacred Architecture of Medieval France
The Medieval Menagerie: Animals in the Art
Michelangelo's Sistine Ceiling
Michelangelo's Vibrant Colors
The Millennium Test
Marilyn Monroe
Masterworks from Munich
Arts and Artisans: A Celebration of Margaret Mead Film Festival
The Mother of Us All
Thelonious Monk International Jazz Competition
Revolutionary Medicine
Box 19
Murder Mystery Night
Changes: Native American Flute Music
New Yorker Course
Neuromagnetism: New Window into the Brain
Nothin To Do on Wednesday Night
Piano Panache
Paradise on Earth: Great Gardens of the World
Patrick Street
The Phantom of the Opera
Views of an Instant: Photography Collecting
Georgia O'Keefe
Giant Pandas in the Wild
Plains Indians Art Exhibition
The Poet's Banjoist
Post-Impressionism
Powaqqatsi
Jane Powell Band
Prague, Pearl of the Vltava
A Private Function
Twenty Years of Public Broadcasting
Red Clay Ramblers
Frederick Remington: The Masterworks
Repentance
Revitalizing Washington's Neighborhoods
Rock in a Weary Land: Evolving Roles of Black Churches in America
Estilo Latino: Jazz with Hilton Ruiz
Rumplestiltskin
Russia's Land and People Before and After the Revolution
Russian Folk Music
Celebrants of the Russian Soul
Russian and Soviet Painting
Saamiland: Land of the Midnight Sun
An Evening with Jehan Sadat
Salvaging a Ship: The USS Monitor
Yankee Doodle Sings a Song!
Directions: Joel Shapiro
Shay's Rebellion
Origins of Human Speech
New Frontiers of Science
The Silk Route: Myths and Mountains of Western China
Silver Screen Surprises
Somerset Homecoming
Hedrick Smith
Smithsonian Western Civilization Series
South Africa Today
Soviet Mission to Mars
Stepping Out: Dance, Dance, Dance!!
The Future of the Design of Suburbs in America
RAP Summer Camp
Supernova Illuminates Cosmic Mysteries
Tales of Tomie de Paola

Box 20
Golden Lion Tamarin
Sassparilla with Laurel Blaydes
From Seoul to Pyongyang: Korea Today
Snow Leopards
The Soviet Union Under Gorbachev: The Internal Scene
Southern Comfort
Soviet Wilderness Areas and Their Wildlife
Stockholm: Venice of the North
The String Trio of New York
Summer Sleuths
In Celebration of New Sweden
Tangos, the Exile of Gardel
Tasio
Tea with the Prince of Wales
New Discoveries at Tell Brak Ancient Syria
Discoveries at Tell Leilan
Tibet: Perspectives
Christmas in a Tropical Dry Forest
Tropical Wetlands in Vietnam
Washington's Magnificent Union Station
An Evening with Leon Uris
Viking Ways
Andy Warhol: Portrait of the Artist
A Tribute to Andy Warhol
The Trireme
A Decade of Washington Architecture
Bygone Washington: A Vicarious Tour
Inside the Washington Post
The White House Chair
The 1988 Election: Bush, Dukakis, Jackson: An Evening with Roger Wilkins
Play It Again, Woody Allen
Behind the Myth: A New Look at Frank Lloyd Wright
F.L. Wright
In Search of Yamamoto
A Year of the Quiet Sun
W.B. Yeats: Poet and Politician
   Newspaper Clipping files, 1987 - 1988
Washington Times - Out and About
Special events, performing arts, lectures, films, associates, courses (1991)

In Her View: Southern Mythologies - Shirley Abbott
Exploring the African Diaspora (3 folders)

Box 21

Afro-American Photographers, 1840-1990
African American Traditional Song
Air Force One: The Planes and the Presidents, Flight II
In Search of Amazon's Source
Meredith D'Ambrosio/Eddie Higgins
American in Bloom: Great American Public Gardens
Animal Farm
Annapolis Brass Quintet
The Gentleman Architect and the American Country House
A Celebration of Architecture
Astrology: Life Management Tool
Music and Dance from Central Asia
New World Order
Roy Ayers
Andreas Bach
Origin and Fate of Universe
Banneker - Discovery Theater
Cabaret Evening with Chris Barrett on Cole Porter's Broadway
European Community Baroque Orchestra
An Evening with Rosamond Bernier
How Men Really Feel
Physics of Baseball
History and Art of Beer Making
Margaret Augustine/Biosphere II
Black History Month
The Music of Eubie Blake

Deanna Bogart: Swing, Boogie and Jump

Liona Boyd: The First Lady of Guitar

T. Coreghessan Boyle

Film Series: From Broadway to Hollywood

Moscow on the Threshold of a New Century

Bugaku: Ancient Japanese Court Dance

Bulari

Ken Burns: An Honorable Storyteller

An Evening of Science Fiction with Octavia Butler

Israel "Cachao" Lopez and his Mambo Orchestra

In Canadian Company

Capercaillie

Judy Carmichael

My Life Upon the Wicked Stage - Kitty Carlisle-Hart

Case Lectures: Snails, Streams, Swamps and Scourges

Jennifer Russell on Alexander Calder

J. California Cooper: Family

Statesman Extraordinaire: Winston Churchill

Spiritual Life of Children

China Boy: A Chinese-American Journey

Box 22

The Civil War

Creative Geniuses in Their Eighties

The Creative Process: An Artist's Point of View

Cryptozoology

Cry the Beloved Country

Banned and Blacklisted in Czechoslovakia: Liberated in 1990

Jazz Harp: Deborah Henson-Conant
Cookies and Books
His Holiness the Dalai Lama
Clamma Dale: In Concert
The History of the Women’s Movement in America Since 1960
Degenerate Art (2 folders)
Denishawn Dancers
Detective Fiction: The World of the Killer and the Detective
Dinosaur! with Walter Cronkite
Dinosaur! The Biggest Story Ever Told
My Life as a Dog
Dorothy Donegan: Piano Magic
Great Theorems, Great Thinkers
Drawing Down the Moon: Witches
The Swinging Dukes of Dixieland
Two Hundred Years of Washington History
Eastern High School Choir
John Eaton
Linda Ellerbee
Energy and America's Future: An Evening with Daniel Yergin
Essentials
William Breuker Kollektief
Undeclared War Against Women
An Evening with Suzanne Farrell
Foot and Fiddle Dance Company
Four Faces of Woman: Contemporary Vision of the Goddesses Within
Blues Moves: Terry Garland with Mark Wenner
Gender and Culture at Fin de Siecle
Generations: History of America’s Future
George IV
Stephen J. Gould: Reflections in Natural History

The Go-Between

Discover Graphics

An Evening with Andrew M. Greeley: An Occasion of Sin

Charles Guggenheim: The Johnstown Flood

Gurrufio: Venezuelan Virtuosos

How to Be a Man

Harlem in Hollywood

Harlem Spiritual Ensemble

Box 23

Harlem's Statesman: Adam Clayton Powell

Havel Film

Helen Hayes: The First Lady of the American Theater

The Hearsts: An American Dynasty

Heirlooms of the Future: American Decorative Arts of the 80s

Henry V with Olivier

An Evening with Jenny Holzer

Bobbi Humphrey Jazz Flute

Alberta Hunter: My Castle's Rockin'

Imago Meret Oppenheim

Impromptu

The Riddle of the Lost City of Atlantis

Indonesia's Dance of Life

Inkhay: South American Music

Songs and Stories of the American Immigrants

Great Irish Classics on Film

Irish Poetry and Art

Legendary Patrons of Islamic Art

Masterpieces of Japanese Screen Painting
Eric Watson/John Lindberg Duo
Charles Johnson: Middle Passage
Haynes Johnson: Sleepwalking Through History - America in the Reagan Years
Saturday Art Class for Kids: William Johnson
The Jolly Boys
Michael Kearns in "Intimacies"
Bhutan and Nepal: Kingdoms in the Clouds
Without a Sound: Henry Kisor
Alison Krauss and Union Station
Bill Lee and the Natural Spiritual Orchestra
Legalizing Drugs
The Leopard: A Forgotten Masterpiece Film and Buffet by Galileo
London Archaeology
William H. Johnson Exhibit Events
Lhamo Folk Opera of Tibet
Libana
Milladoiro
Norman Mailer
Mapantsula
Married to It
An Evening with Paule Marshall
Marvel: Five Decades of Comics
James McPherson: Perspectives on Lincoln and the 2nd American Revolution
Bobby Lyle: Jazz Urban and Urbane
Double Feature: Two Dollars and a Dream and Freedom Bags
David McCullough
The New History of the Old West: Re-Examination of the Frontier
Vehicles of Tomorrow with Paul MacReady
The Magic School Bus

Masterpieces of the Middle Ages: Great Gothic Cathedrals

Films of Merchant/Ivory

Mindwalk (3 folders)

Box 24

Mindwalk (2 folders)

Marvelous Mozart! Eugenia Zukerman and Anthony Newman

The Norwegian Spirit: Leif Ove Andsnes and Lars Anders Tomter in Recital

O'Keefe and Stieglitz: An American Romance

Other People's Money

Don't Start Me to Talking or I'll Tell You Everything I Know

Orwell: The Face Behind the Page

Neils Bors: Physics, Philosophy and Politics

Les Fleur de Claude Monet

Beyond Brewster Place: An Evening with Gloria Naylor

Palm Beach Houses

Ruminations of a Numbers Man

Pegasus and Spring Muses

American Perestroika: Revitalizing the American Government

Philadanco!

Pierrot and Pirouette

Pin Points Theatre: 1001 Black Inventions

Rick Powell on William H. Johnson

The Newark Boys Chorus

Noel Pointer and His Trio: Jazz Violin

Just an Overnight Guest

Andre Previn

Don Pullen's Afro-Brazilian Connection

Prisoners of the Sun
Rosencrantz and Gilderstern Are Dead
Making the Most of Your Money
Surviving and Prospering in an Uncertain Economy
Preparing for 21st Century Capitalism
Martha Reeves and the Vandellas
An Evening with Diane Rehm
Marcus Roberts
The Measure of a Man: A Tribute to Paul Robeson
Galena Rose - Jim Post
The Enigma of the Romanian Revolution
Buffy Sainte-Marie
Dan Schorr
An Evening with Ally Sheedy
Silent Comedy Tonight
S. Schoenbaum/Shakespeare Scholar
Savoring the Fruits of the Vine
Maurice Sendak
Smithsonian After Dark
Thursday Night Supper Series
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
South Africa in Film: Place of Weeping
Soviet Society on Film
Soviet Society Today
Spanish Dance Society
Split Image: African Americans in the Mass Media

Box 25

Contemporary Classics of Swiss Cinema
States of Mind: Power and Politics in Film
Toumani Diabate
The Unraveling Circus
Vincent and Me: Washington Film Premiere
Once Upon a Time
Wild Cats of Thailand
Toeping Cirebon: Masked Dance of West Java
USAF Airmen of Note
Viking Seminar
Voyage Into Unknown Skies
Terry Waldo's Gotham City Band
Wall to Wall: From Beijing to Berlin by Rail
Anonymous Has a Name
Memory of Kin with Helen Mary
Wendy Wasserstein
An Evening with W. Richard West
Walt Whitman in Washington
Washington's Historic Neighborhoods
Wild Ice
Wildlife of Southeast Africa: Lake Malawi National Park
Naomi Wolf - The Beauty Myth
Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China
Water and Power: HighTechExtra
Women of South Africa
Frank Lloyd Wright's Usonian Masterpieces
Yolocamba I Ta
Zeffirelli at the Opera
   25th Anniversary events (1990)
Dances with Wolves - Reporters to Cover Whole Event
Dances with Wolves - Publicity
Dances with Wolves - Clippings
Dances with Wolves
Dances with Wolves - National Press
Dances with Wolves - Press Releases
African/American Entrepreneurs in the 90s
Halley's Comet with John Amos
Dr. Michael Braun
Dr. T. Terry Brazelton
Rita Mae Brown
Betty Carter
East End

Box 26
Documentary Film on Civil War
Emerson String Quartet
Dizzie Gillespie
Arlo Guthrie
Helen Hayes
Lyndon Johnson
Robert Jastrow
Jacob Lawrence Print
Dr. Richard Leakey
Gordon Parks
Geoffrey Holder
David MacCauly
Roger Penrose
Roger Peterson
Robert Redford
Tito Puente
Mary McFadden Dress Collection
Vicksburg Campaign Tour
A Woman Called Truth
Yevgeny Yevtushenko
Nancy Wilson Gala
24th Annual Kite Festival (1990) (10 folders)
Series (1991)
Audubon Lecture Series
Richard Estes (Audubon)
Tropical Forest Canopy
The Castle Trio (3 folders)
On-Stage at Discovery Theater
Discovery Theatre (2 folders)
Discovery Theater - The Warrior and the Wise Man
A Story, A Story
Discovery Theater - Booker T.
Discovery Theater - Jack Tales
Little Red Riding Hood and Other Stories
Tales of Beatrix Potter
Carnival of the Animals
The Three Wishes

Box 27
A Tangle of Tales
Mikado
The Nutcracker
John Eaton Series
John Eaton - How Do You Define Good Music, Mr. Eaton? (3 folders)
John Eaton - The Music of Hoagy Carmichael
International Poetry Forum
International Poetry Forum - Charity Randall Citations
International Poetry Forum - How Beautiful a Song Can Be
International Poetry Forum - Jamake Highwater
International Poetry Forum - A Christmas Wreath
Pro Musicis - Gary Louie
Pro Musicis
Pro Musicis - Cynthia Raim
Pro Musicis
The Joys of Jazz (3 folders)
Sax Alive! Jim Galloway
Joe Henderson, Titan of the Tenor
The Sax Section
Emerson String Quartet (3 folders)
Singles Evenings at the Zoo
Singles Evenings
Singles Evenings at the Museum of American History
Smithsonian Chamber Players (3 folders)
Smithsonian Chamber Orchestra (3 folders)
Smithsonian Chamber Players (2 folders)
Smithson String Quartet (4 folders)
Tuesday Mornings at the Smithsonian (2 folders)
Thelonious Monk International Saxophone Competition
20th Century Consort Series (7 folders)